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Department of Bacteriology 2000). The structures of the RPB1() and RPB2() seg-
ments that form these chambers are nearly identical inUniversity of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin 53706 bacterial and eukaryotic RNAPs, except where dark-
ened in Figure 1A (Darst, 2001; Ebright, 2000; Cramer
et al., 2001). The C-terminal repeat domain (CTD) of
RPB1 (which is not present in bacterial RNAP) is notGene expression in all cells requires synthesis of mRNAs
resolved in the structures.by an evolutionarily conserved, multisubunit RNA poly-
As RNAP transcribes (Figure 1B), DNA enters the en-merase (RNAP). A series of recent breakthroughs in
zyme in the first chamber, termed the jaw-lobe module.X-ray crystallography of RNAP has begun to reveal not
This module binds 15–20 bp of the downstream DNAonly the basic mechanism of RNA synthesis, but also
without melting it (the entering DNA is called the down-how RNAP can reversibly associate with DNA at a pro-
stream DNA, viewed from RNAP’s perspective). Themoter, hang on tightly enough to synthesize full-length
DNA melts as it enters the second chamber, a 27 40 A˚mRNAs of 104 (in bacteria) to 106 (in mammals) nucleo-
cleft that contains the active site near the point of DNAtides, and yet dissociate from DNA and RNA after
melting. Within this chamber, the first 8–9 nt of productpassing the end of a gene. Kornberg’s group has now
RNA form a heteroduplex with the template DNA strandproduced high-resolution structures of two conforma-
(called the hybrid). At the upstream end of the cleft, ationally distinct forms of the yeast RNAP that synthe-
wall of protein blocks extension of the RNA:DNA hybrid,sizes mRNAs (yRNAPII; Cramer et al., 2001) and an ac-
forcing the product RNA into the third compartmenttive yRNAPII transcription elongation complex (TEC;
(called the RNA exit channel) and the template DNAGnatt et al., 2001). These are complemented by a new
through a different opening, after which it reanneals withstructure of bacterial RNAP bound to the inhibitor rifam-
the nontemplate DNA. (The melted nontemplate strandpicin (Rif; Campbell et al., 2001) and a model of the
and upstream DNA are not shown in Figure 1).bacterial TEC (Korzheva et al., 2000) from the Darst lab.
To begin transcription, RNAP associates with initia-Together they reveal a network of conserved interac-
tion factors, binds a promoter (probably with the clamptions between mobile domains of RNAP, the DNA, and
open), and (probably accompanied by clamp closing)the product RNA that stabilizes the TEC. The structures
places the template strand into the active site and thesuggest that cooperative changes in these interactions
nontemplate strand into a groove in RBP2() (Craig etmay trigger transcriptional pausing, arrest, and termina-
al., 1998; Naryshkin et al., 2000; Korzheva et al., 2000;tion, and that elongation factors like mammalian TFIIF
Cramer et al., 2001, and citations therein). The initiatingor N may hold the mobile RNAP domains in an optimal
complex converts to a stable elongation complex (theconfiguration to allow efficient synthesis of long mRNAs.
TEC) upon formation of the 8–9 bp hybrid. TranscriptionFirst, I will offer a brief introduction to transcription
complexes with hybrids shorter than 8–9 bp are unstablecomplex structure and activity and describe how paus-
(Korzheva et al., 1998; Kireeva et al., 2000; Gnatt et al.,ing, arrest, and termination signals make synthesis of
2001, and citations therein), probably because the closelong mRNAs difficult. Much like the suspension system
fit of the cleft’s inner surface to the shape of the hybridin a car disrupts smooth travel when it overreacts to
favors clamp closure. During this process, the initiationbumps in the road, I will suggest that a network of pro-
factors dissociate (or they dissociate from promotertein-nucleic acid interactions in the TEC may trigger
contacts) and elongation factors associate with the TEC.pausing, arrest, and termination. I will explain how elon-
In eukaryotes, mRNA processing enzymes, polyadenyl-gation factors may help RNAP overcome these signals
ation factors, and possibly elongation factors associateor bumps like good shock absorbers damp out the over-
with the TEC through the CTD (see citations in Price,reactions of a car’s suspension and keep the car on the
2000 and Conway et al., 2000).road.
During RNA synthesis, the TEC appears to undergoTranscription Complex Structure and Activity
two types of movements. One, called translocation,As shown in Figure 1A, the central part of cellular RNAPs
must occur for each nucleotide addition. This movesis composed of two large subunits, called RPB1 and
RNAP forward one step, melting one downstream bp,RPB2 in eukaryotes and  and  in bacteria. RPB1()
allowing one upstream bp to reanneal, and moving theand RPB2() are anchored together by a dimer of
RNA 3 nt from the NTP binding site to the product siteRPB3(I) and RPB11(II) on the side of the enzyme not
(called the i  1 and i sites; i for index; Figure 1C). Anshown in the figure. The side shown forms a crab-claw-
NTP can then pair to the template strand base in thelike structure with three compartments or chambers.
i  1 site and react to form a new 3 nt. After releaseThe recent structures reveal that a mobile domain called
of pyrophosphate, the cycle begins again. NTPs arethe clamp forms one side of all three chambers and
thought to enter the cleft through a 12  25 A˚ tunnelcan move like a claw’s pincer to open and close the
(called the secondary channel or the NTP-entry tunnel)compartments (other parts of RNAP may also move;
that runs from outside the enzyme to the active site and
passes behind a long  helix in RPB1() (called the
bridge helix) that spans the cleft near the active site1 Correspondence: landick@bact.wisc.edu
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Figure 1. RNAPII, Clamp Domain Movement, and the TEC
(A) The cleft side of RNAPII in an open conformation (Cramer et al., 2001; PDB coordinates 1I50). Subunits similar to those in bacterial RNAP
are colored (RPB1(), pink; RPB2(), light blue; RPB3(I), yellow; darkened regions are dissimilar in the yeast and bacterial subunits). Four
of the seven peripheral subunits that are present in eukaryotic RNAPII, but not bacterial RNAP, are gray. RPB11(II), RPB6(), and RPB8 are
not visible in the figure; RPB4 and RPB7 were not present in the crystallized enzyme. Red outline indicates the clamp domain. Red arrows
show clamp movement upon TEC formation. Switch segments are magenta and other features are green. Some disordered features were
modeled based on locations in other yRNAPII or bacterial RNAP structures. (B) RNAPII TEC (Gnatt et al., 2001; PDB coordinates 1I6H).
Upstream DNA is not shown; downstream (entering) DNA and exiting RNA are modeled based on locations proposed by Korzheva et al. (2000)
and Gnatt et al. (2001). (C) Close-up of active site and hybrid in the cleft after rotation of (B) and removal of clamp domain (as indicated in
figure). T831 (and A832) in the bridge helix position the hybrid in the i  1 site. Note the displacement of E836, D837 from Mg2 ion B (yellow),
which is depicted in the position relative to Mg2 ion A (chelated by D481, D483, and D485) required for catalysis.
(Korzheva et al., 2000; Gnatt et al., 2001, and citations The Challenge of Processive Transcription
TECs are remarkably stable (to 1 M NaCl or 60	C)therein).
The other type of movement occurs at pause, arrest, and capable of making RNA chains up to thousands
of nt long even in the absence of elongation factors.and termination sites (Uptain et al., 1997), where
changes in the location of the 3 nt relative to the active However, in both eukaryotes and bacteria, synthesis of
full-length mRNA is not guaranteed when the TEC leavessite and probably in the position of the clamp domain
can temporarily or permanently stop transcription. a promoter. In part, this is because TECs lacking elonga-
tion factors (especially RNAPII TECs) are prone to exten-Pause signals can make nucleotide addition up to a
thousand times slower. They act as the initial steps in sive pausing and arrest during RNA chain elongation
(Uptain et al., 1997). Further, unlike DNA polymerases,arrest and termination and serve a variety of additional
regulatory functions (Uptain et al., 1997; von Hippel, RNAPs are totally processive, which means that once
an RNA chain is released, RNAP cannot reassociate with1998). Pause signals often are multipartite (meaning they
act through various combinations of RNAP-nucleic acid it and DNA to resume synthesis. As a result, even low
efficiency arrest or transcript release will prevent full-interactions) and they fall into at least two basic classes
(see citations in Toulokhonov et al., 2001). At class I length mRNA synthesis.
In eukaryotes, TECs formed at most promoters facepause sites, which are unique to bacteria and related
to 
-independent terminators, RNA structures that form the further obstacle of negative factors that can accen-
tuate pausing, arrest, and termination (Price, 2000, andin the exit channel, in cooperation with sequences in
the downstream DNA and the hybrid, may open the exit citations therein). In most, if not all cases, formation of
a TEC capable of full-length mRNA synthesis appearschannel and cleft enough to cause 3 nt misalignment.
At class II pause sites, a weak hybrid (e.g., one rich in to require association of elongation factors with the TEC
(Price, 2000). Although we still lack a complete descrip-rU·dA bp) causes RNAP to reverse translocate (back-
track) on the DNA, shifting the hybrid to a more stable tion of the factors involved and detailed knowledge of
their mechanisms, it is clear that eukaryotic elongationupstream register and threading 3 single-stranded RNA
into the NTP-entry tunnel (Korzheva et al., 1998, 2000; factors, such as TFIIF, Elongin, and ELL, can suppress
pausing through an interaction with RNAPII (Conaway etKireeva et al., 2000; Gnatt et al., 2001, and citations
therein). In extreme cases, RNAP is unable to restore al., 2000, and citations therein). For instance, persistent
association of TFIIF with the TEC appears to preventthe 3 nt to the i site, causing transcriptional arrest.
Weak-hybrid-induced pausing also may facilitate termi- displacement of the RNA 3 nt from the active site.
In bacteria, the elongation factors NusA and NusG,nation, allowing either RNA structures or 
 termination
factor to dissociate the bacterial TEC (von Hippel, 1998). which enhance class I and suppress class II pausing,
respectively, may be sufficient for synthesis of manyIn eukaryotes, termination is not understood, but ap-
pears to occur at pause sites downstream from a poly(A) mRNAs. However, transcription of some long operons,
notably those encoding F-pili, pathogenicity factors,signal. Interaction of the CTD-bound polyadenylation
factors with the poly(A) signal may set up termination bacteriophage structural proteins, and rRNA, requires
additional accessory proteins, like N and Q, that sup-by converting RNAPII from a pause-resistant to a pause-
sensitive state. press both pausing and termination (Mogridge et al.,
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1998; Yarnell and Roberts, 1999, and citations therein). The multipartite nature of pause sites is readily ex-
plained by a conformational change involving multipleN, for instance, can act alone through direct RNAP
contact when present at high concentration, but forms protein-nucleic acid contacts. At the class I his pause
site in bacteria, sequence changes in the downstreaman avid multiprotein antitermination complex that in-
cludes NusA and NusG when recruited to the TEC by a DNA, in the hybrid, and in the exiting RNA structure slow
nucleotide addition additively in a single kinetic stepnascent RNA structure.
The Structural Basis of Pausing, Arrest, (see citations in Toulokhonov et al., 2001). A network of
energetically coupled interactions in which sequenceand Termination
Why is TEC susceptible to pausing and how do elonga- changes effect a single, pause-inducing conformational
change explains the additive inhibition of nucleotide ad-tion factors make the TEC pause-resistant to allow full-
length mRNA synthesis? The new structures provide dition by multiple pause signal components. Each com-
ponent may stabilize a paused conformation in whichvaluable insights into these issues. One of the most
striking features of the TEC structure is the network of the 3 nt is displaced from reactive alignment.
Features of its active site and RNA contacts suggestcontacts that interconnect side chains in the active site
with the downstream DNA, the hybrid, and the exiting the crystallized yRNAPII TEC is in one such paused
conformation (Gnatt et al., 2001; Figure 1C). CatalysisRNA through mobile parts of RNAP. The clamp is the
central feature in this interaction network. It contacts in all nucleic acid polymerases appears to require that
a mobile  helix (O helix in DNA polymerases; bridgethe downstream DNA, the hybrid, the exiting RNA, and
the bridge helix (Figures 1B and 1C; Korzheva et al., helix in RNAPs) contact the template and substrate
bases to align them with two Mg2 ions that coordinately2000; Naryshkin et al., 2000; Gnatt et al., 2001), and
ranges in position from relatively closed in the yRNAPII bond the 3 OH and the (d)NTP in the transition state
(Steitz, 1998). In RNAP, Mg2 ion A is tightly bound be-TEC (Figure 1B), to partially open in the Taq RNAP and
yRNAPII crystals (Figure 1A), to 25 A˚ opened relative tween the i and i  1 sites by three invariant Asp side
chains in RPB1() and Mg2 ion B is loosely bound byto the yRNAPII TEC in an E. coli RNAP EM structure
(Gnatt et al., 2001; Cramer et al.; Campbell et al., 2001; nearby Asp and Glu side chains in RPB2(). However,
in the yRNAPII TEC, (1) the 3 nt is not in the i site, butDarst, 2001, and citations therein). Five polypeptide seg-
ments, termed switches by Cramer et al. (2001), connect instead is positioned for backtracking into the NTP-entry
channel; (2) the bridge helix positions the 3 nt awaythe clamp to the stationary part of RNAP (Figures 1A
and 1B). Interestingly, the switches are disordered when from some proposed active site contacts; (3) the side
chains thought to chelate Mg2 ion B are too far fromthe clamp is open, but they fold cooperatively upon
interacting with nucleic acids and the bridge helix when the active site; (4) the upstream portion of hybrid makes
only long-range electrostatic interaction with RNAP; andthe clamp closes in the TEC (Figure 1).
Other key components of this interaction network in- (5) the RNA exit channel is disordered and may still be
partially open. Taken together, these features suggestclude (1) the cleft, which makes many contacts to the
hybrid; (2) the jaw-lobe module, which contacts down- that, when a paused TEC converts to an active TEC, a
slight additional closing of the cleft could shift the bridgestream DNA and can open and close; (3) the RNA exit
channel, which is formed by one side of the clamp and helix and the hybrid into a reactive alignment that re-
stricts the 3 nt to facile oscillation between the i andanother domain called the flap, and also may open and
close; and (4) the active site (Figure 1). Several argu- i  1 sites to allow rapid mRNA synthesis. Conversely,
a pause-inducing conformational change may shift thements suggest pausing is triggered by a conformational
change in this interaction network that partially opens bridge helix and hybrid to a conformation that allows
backtracking, such as that observed in the yRNAPII TECRNAP’s cleft and misaligns the hybrid with key active
site residues, inhibiting nucleotide addition either di- structure. Consistent with this idea, translocation is not
rate-limiting for an active TEC (an opposing force up torectly or by allowing backtracking of the TEC.
First, closure of the cleft depends on induced-fit bind- 10–20 pN does not slow single TEC molecules), but30
pN of opposing force triggers a conformational changeing of the hybrid to RNAP, as dramatically illustrated by
the coupled folding of the switch segments upon hybrid in RNAP that allows backtracking over 5–10 bp (Wang
et al., 1998).interaction (Figure 1). Induced-fit protein-nucleic acid
interactions are widespread in biology and often involve Previously identified termination-altering substitu-
tions in RNAP, notably those that cause Rif resistancecodependent changes in the structures of both the pro-
tein and nucleic acid (Frankel and Smith, 1998, and cita- (Rifr) and coincide with regions of hybrid contact, also
can be explained by an induced-fit hybrid binding modeltions therein). In such interactions, each partner stabi-
lizes the conformation of the other, thermodynamically of pausing and termination. Within the cleft, the hybrid
fits into a pocket in RPB2() that alternatively binds Riflinking their folded structures. Interestingly, weak-hybrid-
induced backtracking appears to require an initial slow in bacterial RNAP. In the RNAP-Rif cocrystal, Rif directly
or indirectly contacts several side chains that interactchange in the TEC that is most consistent with an RNAP
conformational change (see citations in Conaway et al., with or are near the hybrid in the yRNAPII TEC; thus Rif
binding will sterically block RNA extension past 3 nt2000, Kireeva et al., 2000). Because it is thermodynami-
cally linked to folding of the switch segments, a weak (Campbell et al., 2001). Interestingly, some Rifr substitu-
tions (e.g., E. coli Q513P and H526Y) greatly increasehybrid may reduce the energy barrier to clamp opening
and trigger partial cleft opening. Because multiple inter- or decrease pausing and termination by E. coli RNAP, at
least in part through direct effects on overall TEC stabilityactions occur in a thermodynamically coupled network,
however, a weak-hybrid-induced conformational change (Yarnell and Roberts, 1999, and citations therein). The
corresponding side chains in yRNAPII (Q481 and H494)could result in loss of contacts anywhere in the network.
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H-bond to the 2 OH of the 5 RNA nt or are in the without making the complex too rigid to function,
vicinity of the 4 nt (6 A˚), respectively. Loss of the allowing smooth travel (transcription) at high speed. Al-
Q513 H-bond to the hybrid may increase pausing and though much work remains before we completely under-
termination by decreasing RNAP’s resistance to the stand transcriptional elongation, these new RNAP struc-
pause-inducing conformational change. For instance, it tures provide a structural framework for testable
could favor movement of the hybrid and clamp together hypotheses, such as those outlined here. Progress now
away from RPB2(), a shift that could misalign the RNA will depend on the cooperative ingenuity and hard work
3 nt and may have partially occurred in the yRNAPII TEC of biochemists and crystallographers who study the TEC.
structure. Other termination-altering Rifr substitutions
Selected Readingmay be similarly explained by indirect effects on hybrid
positioning.
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In this view, transcribing DNA without elongation/anti-
termination factors is a bit like driving a car with no
shock absorbers. As the car (RNAP) travels down the
road (DNA), the suspension (nucleic acid contacts) re-
sponds to every bump. If it encounters too many large
bumps too rapidly, it will bounce off the road (pause,
arrest, or terminate). Like a well-tuned suspension, elon-
gation/antitermination factors damp out these reactions
